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What is Hy-Flex? Hy-Flex is a blended
platform instructional
format. Learning occurs
synchronously in a
classroom, as well as
online. The instructor is
on campus in a
specialized classroom
with students present,
both in-person and
online. 

 



 The Hy-Flex
Classroom

The Hy-Flex classroom is outfitted with
equipment to allow for in-person and

online instruction. Classrooms contain a
separate monitor (usually at the back of

the classroom) and motion sensing
cameras. Individual microphones are

available for instructor use and
recommended.

 



The Hy-Flex Setup
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A Few FAQs



Do I have to be on campus to teach Hy-Flex?

Yes. 
You will be in a classroom outfitted with

equipment to support Hy-Flex instruction and
learning.

 



Where will my students be?
 

You will have two groups of students present at
the same time. One group will be present in the
classroom with you and the other group will be

present online. Your online students will join via
Zoom and be visible on a specific screen in the

classroom.
 



How will my online students join the classroom?
 

Your online students will join the classroom
virtually through Zoom. The Zoom link will be

one that you have provided to the students prior
to the start of the course.

 



Why do I have two rosters for my Hy-Flex course?
 

Hy-Flex courses have two section numbers. One
section is for the on-campus group and the other

is for the online group. At the time of
registration, students have the option to choose
how they want to join the course. You will have a

roster for each of these sections.
 



How will my students know where to attend class?
 

Students will choose to register for the on-campus
section or the online section of the course. The

course schedule has a description of each section
provided for students to review and guide their

registration choices. Students in the online section
of the course need to be provided a Zoom link

within the Canvas shell, or other communication
path, prior to the first day of class. There should

also be guidance for the students directing them to
the link and the expectations for joining.

 



How do I start a Hy-Flex class session?
 

You will begin your course at the scheduled time
listed in the course schedule. When in the

classroom, you will open and start the Zoom
session for your online students at the same

time you begin face-to-face instruction.
 


